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Abstract
A Non-Smooth Contact Dynamic (NSCD) formulation is used to analyze complex
assemblies of rigid blocks, representative of real masonry structures. A model of associa-
tive friction sliding is proposed, expressed through a Differential Variational Inequality
(DVI) formulation, relying upon the theory of Measure Differential Inclusion (MDI).
A regularization is used in order to select a unique solution and to avoid problems of
indeterminacy in redundant contacts. This approach, complemented with an optimized
collision detection algorithm for convex contacts, results to be reliable for dynamic
analyses of masonry structures under static and dynamic loads. The approach is com-
prehensive, since we implement a custom NSCD simulator based on the Project Chrono
C++ framework, and we design custom tools for pre- and post-processing through a
user-friendly parametric design software. Representative examples confirm that the
method can handle 3-D complex structures, as typically are architectural masonry con-
structions, under both static and dynamic loading.
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1 Introduction
An advanced rigid-body dynamics formulation is used to analyze assemblies of rigid blocks,
representative of architectural masonry constructions, under static and dynamic loadings.
The method is interfaced with design custom tools for pre-processing and post-processing
through a user-friendly parametric design software, which allows the design of complex
masonry structures in the three-dimensional space.
While the proposed model assumes blocks to be very stiff, it focuses on the reliable
description of associative friction laws at the contact surfaces. This approach was introduced
for masonry constructions by Kooharian [27], who envisioned the possibility of studying
structures of this kind within the plasticity theory. Under the assumption of unilateral
constraints and absence of tensile strength, limit analysis was used to calculate the load
which causes instability at the contact surfaces between the blocks [23]. The reliability and
advantages of this approach are founded on the characteristics of this type of structures,
which are prone to instability failure because of the definite prevalence of compressive
strength over tensile strength. Meanwhile, other analyses that require the exact knowledge
of the material parameters are difficult to be applied, because masonry is a composite
material for which the nature of the composing blocks and interlayers, as well as their
interactions, is highly irregular and, therefore, uncertain. Experiments [6, 7] have provided
evidence that, when a great number of blocks is organized into very complex arrangements,
the stress percolation results to be highly localized, evidencing unloading islands in a stress
stream.
Compared to the thrust-line graphical method [13, 10], still used in the current prac-
tice for preliminary analyses, the dynamical formulations of the problem, as indicated by
Livesley and Gilbert [30, 21], provide significant advances because all the possible types
of movements are considered and the interactions between all blocks can be fully appreci-
ated. In particular, the method proposed here is set within the category of the Non-Smooth
Contact Dynamic (NSCD) framework, firstly developed by Moreau [32] to handle specif-
ically unilateral constraints. This provides a proper definition of contacts, whose value
can be clarified comparing the NSCD approach with alternative mathematical formula-
tions, namely the Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) and the Differential Algebraic
Equations (DAE) formulations [19], which have been more often applied to masonry. The
DAE approach is the more refined and expresses constraint equations together with the
differential equations, as it happens in the classical multi-body dynamics at the base of
most Discrete Element Method software (DEM) [12]. In methods of this kind, contacts are
modeled with penalty functions, which represent spring-damper elements whose flexibility
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can be adjusted to match the real stiffness of the contact surfaces, for instance using the
Hertz-Mindlin theory or similar models. However, a physically accurate compliance of con-
tact points with high stiffness coefficients results in steep penalty functions, something that
would require extremely short time steps in most ODE or DAE integrator algorithm, at the
point of being very inefficient or even unusable [22].
More specifically, modeling very rigid blocks provides the opportunity to reproduce the
stick-slip transition, representing a sudden change in motion at collision. This is a typical
contact phenomenon that strongly affects the failure mechanism and the corresponding ulti-
mate load. Our model, by leveraging on the theory of Measure Differential Inclusions (MDI)
[34, 33], describes forces and accelerations as distributions of measures, while velocities are
functions of Bounded Variation (BV), not necessarily continuous. Instead, the aforemen-
tioned alternative approaches describe velocities through smooth functions, which therefore
cannot represent the sudden changes in motion at collision [1]. Despite workarounds have
been proposed [35, 20], they actually detriment the clarity of the model and the initial
advantage of those methods in terms of computational effort.
The NSCD framework implemented here has been developed by one of the authors
within the Project Chrono, a multi body dynamics C++ library [31]. As in the Fortran
implementation of [25], the time integration method is stable even under large time steps,
and the user has to set just the mass and friction parameters of the material. It should
be remarked that modeling masonry blocks as perfectly rigid contacts may seem idealized,
but it does not decrease the quality of the model. In fact, for the reasons mentioned
earlier, stiffness and damping laws are affected by local complex geometric and rheological
phenomena, that cannot be assessed, even limiting to average physical values, without an
ad hoc experimental research on its own. Moreover, even the most classical solution for
linear elastic bodies under concentrated contact forces suffers from intrinsic inconsistencies
[17]. To our knowledge, only recently the NSCD formulation for rigid blocks has started
to be successfully applied to the study of old, possibly deteriorated, masonry construction
[29], but many variations are possible within this broad class of models.
Especially, the friction law used in the proposed approach deserves further comments.
According to experimental results [50, 9], friction is slightly associative because of roughness
of the contact profiles, i.e., a normal displacement (dilatancy) accompanies sliding across the
frictional surface [18]. However, it is clear since the work by Drucker [14] that sliding in the
presence of friction a` la Coulomb invalidates the general bounding theorems of plasticity,
since the normality rule is not fulfilled. The formulation of the problem is complicated, and
a right failure load may be associated with an incorrect failure mode [21]. Our approach
includes set-valued force laws and complementarity constraints as required by the original
Coulomb contact model. This is formulated as a Differential Variational Inequality (DVI).
As such, DVIs impose constraints in the form of Variational Inequalities (VI) during the
time evolution of the system [38, 37]. Such set-valued functions can be expressed by the
same MDI theory.
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A common issue in NSCD methods as applied to masonry structures [15, 28, 41] is the
multiplicity of solutions for the contact forces, especially in the tangential direction. This
is a natural consequence of the rigid body idealization, although it often does not affect
the uniqueness of solutions for speeds and trajectories. Here, we introduce a regularization
that ensures uniqueness even for contact forces, resulting in better numerical performance
of the time-stepping algorithm and in improved clarity of the plotted results.
When one deals with architectural complex masonry structures, not only the simulation
time, but even the geometrical definition of blocks and the communicability of the results
can be a problem. This is why we have integrated our computational software with a
userfriendly design tool. We used the Grasshopper@ free parametric design plug-in for
the Rhino@ CAD software, both to generate and modify the geometry of the source data
and to post-process the computational results. With such a tool we provide the real-time
visualization of forces, stress and collapse mechanisms, and displays the effective thrust line
in arches, as the envelope curve of the resultant of the contact forces at the blocks interfaces.
The plan of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we present the proposed method and
its numerical implementation, with special focus on the contact frictional model. In Section
3, the potentiality of the method is highlighted through the analysis of representative case
studies. The efficiency of the computations is addressed in Section 4, where we study the
response to dynamic loads. The overall achievements, drawbacks and further developments
are discussed in the concluding Section 5.
2 Non-smooth contact dynamics
In a classical ODE or DAE, one assumes smooth speeds and accelerations. However, the
introduction of hard contacts leads to non-smooth trajectories, and this requires a NSCD
framework based on MDI, that encompasses jumps in speeds. In a MDI, acceleration is
not a function in a classical sense because, as a consequence of impact events and other
impulsive phenomena, it contains a certain number of spikes, which can be considered using
the theory of (vector signed) measure distributions. In detail, positions q(t) are Absolutely
Continuous (AC) functions but speeds v(t) are functions of Bounded Variation (BV), with
finite variation
∨tb
ta
v(t) for [ta, tb] ⊂ [0, T ], i.e., they do not need to be absolutely continuous
or even continuous.
Before proceeding with the mathematical model of our NSCD problem, we need to
introduce some definitions.
Definition 1 A Variational Inequality VI(F ,K) is a problem of the type
x ∈ K : 〈F (x),y − x〉 ≥ 0 ∀y ∈ K, (1)
with K closed and convex, and F (x) : K → Rn continuous.
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Definition 2 The dual cone K∗ of K is a convex cone expressed as:
K∗ = {y ∈ Rn : 〈y,x〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ K} . (2)
Definition 3 A Cone Complementarity Problem CCP(A, b,Υ) is the problem of finding a
x that satisfies
Ax− b ∈ Υ∗, x ∈ Υ, 〈Ax− b,x〉 = 0, (3)
where Υ is a (convex) cone. One can also use the notation Ax− b ∈ Υ∗⊥x ∈ Υ. The CCP
is equivalent to a VI where K = Υ and with affine F .
2.1 System state
For each i−th block in the system, we introduce the position xi ∈ R3 of its center of mass,
and we introduce its rotation matrix Ai ∈ SO3, both expressed relatively to the absolute
reference. To avoid redundant parameters, we parametrize SO3 using its double cover
S3, the hypersphere of unit-length quaternions, i.e. H1. The quaternion that expresses
the rotation of the i-th block is then ρi ∈ H1, a set of four scalars. We recall that one
can convert between both matrix or quaternion representations of rotation when needed:
A = A(ρ) and ρ = ρ(A). The velocity of the i−th block is expressed with a vector x˙i ∈ R3,
considered in the absolute reference system. The angular velocity of the i−th block is a
vector ωi ∈ R3, expressed in the body-local coordinates.
The state of the system at time t is represented by generalized coordinates q(t) ∈ Rmq
and by generalized velocities v(t) ∈ Rmv :
q = {xT1 ,ρT1 ,xT2 ,ρT2 , ...}T , (4)
v = {x˙T1 ,ωT1 , x˙T2 ,ωT2 , ...}T . (5)
2.2 Contacts
Under the assumption of perfectly rigid bodies, unilateral contacts lead to complementarity
constraints. We introduce a set of GA contact constraints between pairs of shapes. For each
contact constraint we assume that there is a signed distance function
Φi(q) ≥ 0 , (6)
differentiable in q.
Some remarks need to be made here.
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Figure 1: The signed distance function for a couple of collision shapes.
• Each Φi(q) corresponds to a couple of nearest contact points, that should be coincident,
Φi(q) = 0 ,when the contact is active, or separated, Φi(q) > 0, when the contact is
inactive as for approaching or departing motion of two surfaces, as shown in Figure
1.
• The set GA varies continuously during the simulation, as the collision detection engine
adds, removes or updates contacts at each time step.
• A contact constraint should be added to the GA set before the surfaces start to inter-
penetrate and the contact is likely to happen within one time step. However, adding
it when the two bodies are still too far apart will create too many superfluous contact
constraints, resulting in a computational burden. Thus, in our code we add a contact
pair to the GA manifold only when Φi(q) < e, where e is an user defined tolerance.
• The differentiability of Φi(q) does not hold in general, e.g., when considering sharp
edges in G0 surfaces. Nevertheless, while assuming the couple of nearest contact points
to be fixed to the surfaces for small motions, this is not an issue.
• The case Φi(q) < 0 shall never happen, since (6) enforces the opposite, but for various
reasons including numerical inaccuracies or wrong initial conditions, this might still
happen. Therefore, we developed our numerical method in order to cope also with
this situation, for the sake of algorithmic robustness.
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• Even a single pair of rigid bodies could lead to multiple contacts. In the case of
two smooth convex shapes, most notably the case of sphere vs. sphere, it is easy to
compute a single distance function Φi(q), but difficulties arise when one or both of
the two shapes is concave. Also faceted convex shapes (convex hulls, boxes, etc.) can
pose difficulties with degenerate cases, for instance when two faces are coplanar or an
edge is coplanar to a face. In sake of performance, all these situations are cast as a set
of multiple contact points between the two shapes, although this process is demanded
to the heuristics of the collision detection algorithm. Our algorithm tends to create
the smallest amount of required contact pairs.
For a perfectly rigid contact, the Signorini condition leads to the complementarity con-
straint
Φi(q) ≥ 0 ⊥ γ̂n,i ≥ 0 , (7)
that states the requirement that γ̂n,i is positive when the distance is null (active contact)
and, vice versa, the distance is positive only when γ̂n,i is null.
A local coordinate system with one normal tn,i ∈ R3 and two mutually orthogonal
tangents tu,i, tv,i ∈ R3 axes can be computed at each contact point. The normal force value
is expressed by a multiplier γ̂n,i.
Similarly, we introduce the force multipliers γ̂u,i, γ̂v,i for the tangential forces caused by
friction. The contact force in 3D space, in its normal Fn,i and tangential component F‖,i,
is thus
Fi = Fn,i + F‖,i (8)
= γ̂n,itn,i + γ̂u,itu,i + γ̂v,itv,i . (9)
We introduce also the speeds at the contact point, both in normal vn,i and tangential
component v‖,i. These are related to generalized velocities v ∈ Rnv via the Jacobians
Dn,i,Du,i,Dv,i in the form
vi = vn,i + v‖,i (10)
= un,itn,i + uu,itu,i + uv,itv,i (11)
= (DTn,iv)tn,i + (D
T
u,iv)tu,i + (D
T
v,iv)tv,i . (12)
The Coulomb-Amontons contact model, as shown in Figure 2, introduces the friction
coefficient µi and states that µγ̂n,i ≥
√
γ̂2u,i + γ̂
2
v,i for γ̂n,i ∈ R+, and that the tangential
velocity at contact
∣∣∣∣v‖∣∣∣∣ are in opposite direction, i.e. 〈F‖,v‖〉 = − ∣∣∣∣F‖∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣v‖∣∣∣∣.
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Figure 2: The Coulomb friction cone for a single contact.
This can be reformulated using an optimization constraint, expressed by the maximum
dissipation principle [47, 44, 45]
(γ̂u, γ̂v) = argmin√γ̂2u+γ̂2v≤µγ̂n (γ̂ut1 + γ̂vt2)
T v‖. (13)
We remark that the contact model of (13) depends only on a constant parameter µi. Differ-
ently to the original Coulomb-Amontons model, we do not make distinction between static
µi,s and kinetic µi,k friction coefficients. In many scenarios involving dry friction it happens
that µi,k is a bit lower than µi,s, as sticking in general allows a slightly superior margin of
tangential adhesion with respect to the case of sliding. With some changes, our formulation
could also support this distinction µi,s 6= µi,k and even more sophisticated cases such as
the Stribeck effect, where µi = µi(v‖,i), but in the following we will assume µi = µi,s for
simplicity. In our tests, given that the sliding speed between the blocks is null (in the case
of static analysis) or moderate (in the case of transient seismic analysis), the Stribeck effect
would have no significant impact on the outcome and can be neglected.
For active contacts, i.e., those with Φ = 0, Eq. (7) can be formulated also at the speed
level as Φ˙i(q) ≥ 0 ⊥ γ̂n,i ≥ 0, with Φ˙i(q) = un,i = Dn,iv. Then, using the De Saxce´-
Feng bipotential [43] one can write the maximum dissipation principle of (13) as a cone
complementarity. To this end one we introduce the second order Lorentz cones
Υi =
{
γ̂n, γ̂u, γ̂v | µiγ̂n ≥
√
γ̂2u + γ̂
2
v
}
⊂ R3 ,
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and their dual cones Υ∗i = {γ̂| 〈γ̂,x〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Υi} , so that (13) can be written as a cone
complementarity problem
γ̂i ∈ Υi ⊥ u¯i ∈ Υ∗i , ∀i ∈ {GA,Φi = 0} , (14)
where we introduced
γ̂i =

γ̂u,i
γ̂v,i
γ̂n,i
 , (15)
and
u¯i =

un,i + µi
√
u2u,i + u
2
v,i
uu,i
uv,i
 (16)
= DTi v +

µi
∣∣∣∣∣∣DT‖,iv∣∣∣∣∣∣
0
0
 (17)
= ui + u˜i . (18)
Here we used the matrices Di ∈ Rmv×3 and D‖,i ∈ Rmv×2, as
Di = [Dn,i|Du,i|Dv,i] =
[
Dn,i|D‖,i
]
. (19)
2.3 The complete dynamical model
We introduce the generalized forces f(q,v, t) ∈ Rmv , including gravitational forces, external
applied forces, gyroscopic forces. The block-diagonal mass matrix M ∈ Rmq×mq contains
all the masses and inertia tensors of the rigid bodies. Therefore, the complete multibody
problem can be formulated as
M
dv
dt
= f(q,v, t) +
∑
i∈GA
Diγ̂i(t) , (20)
γ̂i ∈ Υi ⊥ u¯i ∈ Υ∗i ∀i ∈ {GA|Φi = 0} , (21)
q˙ = Γ(q)v . (22)
At this point, we need a time integration algorithm that can solve Equations (20)-(22).
One might be tempted to solve for unknown acceleration dvdt and unknown reaction forces
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γ̂i at discrete time steps. Although this is possible (and could also work in some cases), it
is known that there are problems that can be solved only by endorsing the MDI framework,
where speeds are functions of bounded variations [36][48]. In order to accommodate discon-
tinuous events, numerical methods for MDIs approximate q(t) and v(t) with discrete values
qn(t) and vn(t) where qn(t)→ q(t) uniformly and vn(t)→ v(t) pointwise (i.e. with weak*
convergence of the differential measures dvn
∗
⇀ dv). The weak* convergence of MDIs and
the h ↓ 0 convergence of time stepping schemes based on MDIs are discussed in [46].
From a practical perspective, the MDI approach leads to time stepping schemes where
the unknowns at each time steps are measures (v(l+1)−v(l)) over a time step h, and reaction
impulses γi =
∫ t+h
t dγi(dt), where the vector signed Radon measure dγi can be decomposed
as dγi = γ̂i(t)dt+ ξi, including continuous forces γ̂i(t) ∈ L1 over Lebesgue dt and impulses
expressed by atomic measures ξi that generate instantaneous changes in velocity.
2.4 The time stepping method
We present a time stepping method for the solution of the MDI, inspired by the scheme
developed in [47]. For a more compact notation, we introduce the following system-level
terms:
D = [D1 | ... | DnA ], (23)
γ = [γ1 | ... | γnA ], (24)
u¯ = [u¯1 | ... |u¯nA ], (25)
Υ =
(
×
i∈GA
Υi
)
, Υ∗ =
(
×
i∈GA
Υ∗i
)
. (26)
Since the integration process is affected by various numerical inaccuracies (integration
error, finite precision of floating point, etc.) it might happen that errors accumulate and
constraints would show a gradual drift from the zero-residual condition. This means that
contacts could start to interpenetrate gradually after many integration steps, even if contact
conditions are satisfied exactly at the speed level. This can be solved by introducing a
stabilization term that keeps constraints and contacts satisfied also at the position level [3].
To this end, we introduce the stabilization term b in u¯(l+1) = u¯(l+1) + b, where
b =
[
1
h
Φ1|0|0 | ... |1
h
ΦnA |0|0
]
. (27)
Finally, for a time step h, one can rewrite Equations (20)-(22) in discrete form to obtain
the following problem to be solved when advancing from time step t(l) to time step t(l+1),
using impulses γ:
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γ ∈ Υ ⊥ u¯(l+1) ∈ Υ∗ , (28)
M (l)(v(l+1) − v(l)) = f(q(l),v(l), t(l))h+D(l)γ(t) , (29)
q(l+1) = Θ(q(l),v(l+1)) . (30)
We remark that such time stepping method consists in the following three phases, which
can be solved in sequence, at each time step.
• Unknown impulses γ are computed from the CCP of (28); this is the main compu-
tational bottleneck of the entire simulation, taking up to 90% of the CPU time; this
involves complex computations that will be discussed more in detail in the following
paragraphs.
• Unknown new speeds v(l+1) are computed in (29); this would require the solution of a
linear system with a large M matrix but, given its block-diagonal structure, the M−1
matrix is immediate to calculate.
• New positions q(l+1) are computed from q(l) and v(l+1) with a first-order integration;
if we had only translations, the Θ(·) mapping would turn into the Euler-Cromer
semi implicit update q(l+1) = q(l) + hv(l+1); however, we have mq 6= mv because we
use quaternions to parametrize rotations, so we use the standard update only for xi
terms, whereas we use the exponential map of pure-imaginary quaternions to update
the rotations, i.e.,
q(l+1) = Θ(q(l),v(l+1)) =

x
(l)
1 + hx˙
(l+1)
1
ρ
(l)
1 exp({0, 12ω
(l+1)
1 h})
x
(l)
2 + hx˙
(l+1)
2
ρ
(l)
2 exp({0, 12ω
(l+1)
2 h})
...

.
An interesting remark is that the method of (28)-(30) solves dynamical problems such
as those arising by seismic transient analysis or collapses, but in a less general setting, the
same formulation (28)-(29) can be used to solve a static analysis as a special case. In fact,
a static analysis can be achieved with a single solution of the CCP with arbitrary h and
with v(l) = 0, a highly non-linear complementarity problem whose solution gives v(l+1)
and contact forces hγ. Once such CCP is solved, one checks if ||v(l+1)|| = 0 is verified: if
so, by definition, there is a static solution; otherwise ||v(l+1)|| > 0 means that the initial
configuration cannot withstand the f(q,v, t) load, that is, blocks would move and possibly
collapse.
Now, consider the CCP of (28). This problem can be transformed in a form that fits
better in a computational framework. From (16), one sees that local contact and constraints
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speeds are function of generalized speeds, u¯(l+1) = u¯(v(l+1)), as well as (28) shows that
generalized speeds are function of reactions, i.e., v(l+1) = v(γ); so we aim at expressing
u¯(l+1) = u¯(γ).
Introducing
k˜(l) = M (l)v(l) + hft(q
(l),v(l), t(l)),
and premultiplying Equation (29) by M (l)
−1
, one gets
v(l+1) = M (l)
−1
Dγ +M (l)
−1
k˜. (31)
By substitution of v(l+1) of (31) in (16), one has
u¯(l+1) = DTM (l)
−1
Dγ +DTM (l)
−1
k˜ + b+ u˜(v(l+1)) . (32)
To make the expressions more compact, we introduce the Delassus operator N and the
vector r in the form
N = DTM (l)
−1
D , (33)
r = DTM (l)
−1
k˜ + b , (34)
so to obtain
u¯ = Nγ + r + u˜(v(l+1)) . (35)
We note that the u˜(v(l+1)) term is a non-linear function of v(l+1), i.e., it is also a
nonlinear function of γ. Therefore, equation (28) becomes the non-linear complementarity
problem
γ ∈ Υ ⊥ u¯(γ) ∈ Υ∗ . (36)
As such, not only it is difficult to prove existence and uniqueness of the solution, but major
numerical difficulties arise when one attempts at solving it.
In [2] it has been demonstrated that one can make the problem convex by neglecting the
u˜ term, at the cost of accepting that the friction model become associated. As shown in [5],
this has the side effect that, during sliding motion, a small gap proportional to h
∣∣∣∣vi,‖∣∣∣∣µi
builds up, but it does not increase any further, because of the Φ/h term that we added
for stabilization. This can be seen as a dilatation effect, whose magnitude tends to zero or
negligible values as the tangential sliding speed vi,‖ is small (something that easily fits in
simulations of falling or stacked building blocks, for instance) or for small friction coefficients
µi, or for h ↓ 0.
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If the u˜ term is dropped, one can introduce u = u+ b as a simplified version of the u¯
term, which now becomes an affine function of γ of the type
u = Nγ + r . (37)
Then, equation (36) becomes a second-order convex CCP(N, r,Υ) of the form
γ ∈ Υ ⊥ Nγ + r ∈ Υ∗ . (38)
We have seen that a CCP(N, r,Υ) is a special case of a VI(F ,Υ) with affine F , and it is
known that such VI is also equivalent to the convex program [26]
γ =argmin γTNγ + γTr
s.t. γ ∈ Υ .
(39)
(40)
We designed different numerical methods in order to solve the CCP of (38) or of (40).
One option is the fixed-point iteration presented in [5]. It is a variant of the Gauss-Seidell
stationary iteration, endowed with separable projections on Υ. This method features algo-
rithmic robustness and it is easy to implement; however it is affected by stall in convergence
in scenarios where there are long sequences of objects in contact, that is exactly what hap-
pens in many problems of engineering interest, such as a stack of blocks.
In sake of a better convergence property, in a previous work [24] we also developed the
P-SPG-FB method, a variant of the non-monotone Spectral Projected Gradient method [8]
that features diagonal preconditioning and a fall-back strategy to ensure monotone conver-
gence. The P-SPG-FB method operates a minimization of a function over separable convex
constraints, so to exploit the formulation of the problem in the form of (40). This is the
method of choice for the simulations reported in this paper.
2.5 Contact detection
Computing the GA set of contact points is a non trivial task. A first difficulty stems from
the fact that we cannot compute contacts for all possible pairs of blocks in the simulation,
as this would lead to an algorithm with O(n2) complexity class. This could be tolerated
only for problems involving few blocks, but it would easily become a bottleneck for larger
scenarios even with few hundreds of bricks, especially considering that the collision detection
is performed at each time step. For this reason, our collision pipeline is split in two phases:
a broad phase that sorts out only those pairs of blocks that are close enough and that could
potentially generate some contact points, and a successive narrow phase that focuses on
those pairs, by refining one or more contact points between them.
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In the literature there are various methods for performing the broad phase filtering.
We adopted a bounding volume hierarchy, a data structure based on a dynamic tree of
Axis Aligned Bounding Boxes (AABB) as implemented in [11]. This algorithm is very
efficient and outputs a list of blocks whose bounding boxes are overlapping. In general for
masonry-like structures the amount of those potential collision pairs ncp is proportional to
the number of blocks, ncp = Kcpn with a small Kcp usually in the range 1...6, so that the
entire collision algorithm tends to a O(n) complexity.
The narrow phase stage operates on the pairs of blocks being selected by the previous
broad phase. The method that we use is based on the Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi GJK algo-
rithm [16], that returns a couple of nearest points between a pair of convex shapes. The
GJK algorithm is fast and operates on whatever kind of convex surface (boxes, faceted
polytopes, cylinders, etc.), but we had to address two issues. 
C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
Figure 3: Multiple contact points between coplanar facets.
The first problem is represented by the fact that one might have degenerate cases where
two faces are coplanar, and multiple contact points should be returned, whereas GJK would
return just a single contact point. This issue is solved by running the GJK algorithm mul-
tiple times with small perturbations on object rotations, thus obtaining points in multiple
positions. Then, an heuristic collision filtering step would remove unnecessary contacts by
keeping only those that maximize the contact patch (Figure 3).
The second problem is related to the fact that the GJK algorithm assumes shapes to be
separated, but as we said previously, the time integration might not be able to prevent slight
interpenetration between some blocks. In fact, a precise Φ = 0 value cannot be ensured
for active contacts, as numerical inaccuracy rather leads to small oscillations around the
zero value. To overcome this difficulty, we implemented a workaround that enhances the
robustness of the GJK algorithm even in case of small penetrations. As shown in Figure 4,
the idea is to consider the original shapes as sphere-swept surfaces, i.e., Minkowski sums of
two smaller shapes and two spheres with diameter m, then the GJK algorithm is run on
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Figure 4: Collision shapes and tolerances. 
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Figure 5: Robust handling of small penetrations using sphere-swept surfaces.
the smaller, shrunk shapes. When the nearest contact points P ′A and P
′
B are found between
the shrunk shapes, we offset them along the normal by a quantity m, to obtain PA and PB,
that are sent to the GA set. In this way, the multibody solver operates on PA and PB, rather
than on P ′A and P
′
B. Hence we can accept penetrations with negative distance up to 2m
between PA and PB, while P
′
A and P
′
B are still separated with positive distance, something
that ensures the robustness of the GJK algorithm (see Figure 5). The only drawback of this
approach is that one must pre-process the original shapes of the blocks in order to generate
the inset shrunk shapes (something that can be done with the algorithm presented in [40])
and that the collision points do not follow the original shape at the corners, because sharp
corners get a fillet1 of radius m.
1Far from being a shortcoming, the presence of fillets on the corners of collision shapes is consistent in
our problem involving architectural masonry, as stone blocks and bricks are never perfectly sharp, and most
often they are rounded and smoothed at the corners.
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2.6 Regularization
Existence and uniqueness of the solution to the original CCP problem of Equation (38)
holds only under special circumstances.
The convex relaxation that we introduced by assuming an associated friction law has
little or no importance in the case of static problems, because the v = 0 case is a sufficient
condition2 for the term u˜ to vanish in (37). This said, we can develop results about existence
and uniqueness in the static regime by studying the convex program of Equation (40). To
this end we introduce some concepts.
Definition 4 The Generalized Friction Cone YΥ is a convex cone defined as
YΥ =
fc = ∑
i∈GA∗
Diγ̂i
∣∣∣∣∣∣γ̂i ∈ Υi, ∀i ∈ GA∗
 , (41)
where GA∗ ⊂ GA is the set of active contacts with Φi = 0.
Following [4], one can show that under some assumptions on the regularity of YΥ, there
is an unique solution in terms of the dual variables γ. This requires the following
Definition 5 The Pointed Friction Cone Constraint Qualification (PFCCQ) means
YΥ satisfies PFCCQ⇔
∀(γ̂i ∈ Υi) 6= 0,∀i ∈ GA∗, it must be ∑
i∈GA∗
Diγ̂i 6= 0
 . (42)
Equivalently this means that there are no combinations of non-zero constraint multipliers
(that fit the Coulomb cones) whose net effect is zero in terms of generalized torques/forces.
However it is easy to see that such constraint qualification does not hold in general for
the problems presented in this paper. It is sufficient to take a counter-example: a rigid body
stacked on top of a table, at rest, touching the table in three points. In such a case, one
could prove that there are infinitely many solutions for the tangential reactions at the three
contact point, provided that they cancel out in horizontal direction. Adding further contact
points between two rigid bodies leads to even more over-constrained problems. Effectively,
it is impossible to build a practical model of a 3D structure made by rigid blocks that
satisfies PFCCQ.
2More precisely a necessary and sufficient condition for u˜ = 0 is that all contacts are all sticking or rolling
without slip. The all-sticking sub case is implied by v = 0.
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It is interesting to remark that this multiplicity of solutions in terms of dual variables
still gives an unique solution in terms of primal variables, i.e., the speeds. So, if one is
interested only in trajectories of falling blocks, for example, this is not a problem. Neither
it is a major problem for the iterative solver that we use to solve the CCP: iterations still
converge to one of the many solutions for contact reactions.
However, although computable, multiple solutions for dual variables represents a prob-
lem because at each time step the CCP solver may converge to a different solution of γ̂ even
if blocks show little or no motion. This triggers a noisy display of contact forces that seems
to cycle between different solution sets, although with the same net result.
Moreover, such over-constrained problems are too sensitive to initial parameters. One
can see PFCCQ as an extension of the Mangasarian-Fromoviz Constraint Qualification
(MFCQ) - actually, for frictionless contacts, the two definitions coincide - and it is known
that the MFCQ property is related to the Lipschitz stability of the solution with respect to
perturbation parameters.
For the reasons above, we decided to introduce a regularization in form of a numerical
compliance in contacts. This is similar to what presented in [39] for LCP problems; here
regularization of the CCP is easily achieved by modifying the Delassus operator of (33),
adding a diagonal part E, ei,i > 0 ∀i, that is
N = DTM (l)
−1
D + E . (43)
By doing this, the N matrix (which was originally positive-semidefinite because of the
high rank-deficiency of D), becomes a positive definite matrix with smallest eigenvalue at
least as small as min(ei,i). Thanks to this regularization, we get the uniqueness of the
solution for the dual variables, and the solver converges stably to the same solution at each
timestep.
In [49] we showed that it is useful to make E block diagonal with Ei = (h
2Ki)
−1, where
Ki ∈ R3×3 is a diagonal matrix with the normal and tangential (u, v) stiffness of the i-th
contact point. This done, we can exploit regularization to model a side effect: compliance
in contacts.
One might argue that this introduction of compliance is a departure from the original
idea of using perfectly rigid blocks, but we remark that this is still different from a penalty
approach because it still fits in the variational formalism for non-smooth set-valued forces.
Hence our time integration algorithm retains the good stability even when taking large time
steps. Also, it is not necessary to use physical compliance values that match the stiffness
of the real materials. An almost-rigid behaviour can be obtained by using extremely small
non physical values; these will make N positive definite anyway and will provide uniqueness
of γ solutions. Vice versa, one might want to increase compliance in sake of fast or even
real-time simulations. In fact, our numerical tests showed that the higher the compliance
parameter, the faster the convergence of the iterative solver.
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3 Examples of architectural masonry structures under static
loads
In order to show the potentiality of the proposed method, we now consider paradigmatic
case studies mainly consisting in voussoir arches under static loading, whose failure modes
are well studied and demonstrated by experience. Comparisons are made with the analysis
based upon the most classical thrust-line graphical method, which provides a synthetic
visualization of the path of compressive forces within the arch contours [42].
3.1 Typical failure modes in voussoir arches
Considering as possible planes of instability only the contact surfaces between the voussoirs,
the conventional thrust-line graphical method consists in verifying the moment equilibrium.
Since the problem is in general statically undetermined, several static states can be found for
the arch under self-weight and applied loads, each of which can be synthetically described
by a thrust line, obtained from vector addition as a funicular polygon. The thrust line tends
to become a curve in the limit of voussoirs of infinitesimal thickness, with the property that
the resultants of the contact forces between consecutive voussoirs are tangent to it. Under
the assumptions that no sliding can occur between the blocks, a simple extension of plastic
limit-analysis theorems assures that moment equilibrium is achieved if at least one thrust
line can be found that completely lies within the section of the structure. Actually thought
under the no-sliding hypothesis, the method is integrated with an a posteriori ascertain,
which consists in verifying that the inclination of one admissible thrust line to the contact
surface between the voussoirs is less than the friction angle.
Likewise the thrust line approach, also the NSCD method requires the knowledge of
only the friction coefficient and density of the material. In order to visualize a pure moment
failure, the first case study is that of a stand-alone arch under self weight and concentrated
loads, as represented in Figure 6(a). The friction coefficient has been artificially made
very high (µ = 0.8), so to avoid sliding between the blocks. The NSCD model predicts
the collapse mechanism of Figure 6(b) when the concentrated loads are in total of the
order of 10% of the weight of the arch. This is in agreement with the finding from the
conventional thrust-line graphical method, since this is the threshold beyond which no thrust
line can remain within the section of the arch. Figure 6(a) represents the corresponding
limit conventional thrust line; comparison with Figure 6(b) indicates that hinged rotations
occur around those points where the thrust line touches the contours of the arch.
If one considers a more realistic value of the friction coefficient such as µ = 0.4, the
concentrated loads at failure are much lower than in the previous case, of the order of 6%
of the weight of the arch. Figure 7(a) represents the limit thrust line, which touches the
arch profile at the crown and at the haunches, but not at the springers. In agreement, the
collapse mechanism predicted by the NSCD method (Figure 7(b)) represents the formation
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6: Stand-alone arch under self weight and concentrated forces (in percentage of self
weight) with high friction coefficient (µ = 0.8). a) Layout, bond pattern and conventional
thrust line. b) Collapse mechanism predicted by the model.
of hinges at the crown and at the haunches. However, the low friction coefficient allows
that the springers of the arch slide horizontally with respect to the imposts. An a posteriori
analysis indicates that the inclination of the thrust at the springer voussoir interface is
greater than the assumed friction angle for this case.
These numerical experiments reproduce the most well-known failure mechanism of vous-
soir arches, but the potentiality of the NSCD approach can be better appreciated when the
bond pattern produces complex interactions between the blocks. In Figure 8 spandrels have
been added to the same arch of Figure 7, with the only difference that the outer profile has
been shaped so to accommodate the blocks forming the spandrels. Figure 8(a) represents
the bond pattern with indication of the applied concentrated loads, again evaluated as a
percentage of the weight of the sole arch. The conventional thrust line, here also illustrated,
has been calculated by assuming that the arch structure is isolated and loaded by the span-
drels weight, i.e., the interaction with the spandrel walls is neglected since they are simply
considered as a dead weight on the arch. The failure load calculated with the thrust line
method is of the order of 40% of the weight of the sole arch. This is confirmed by the NSCD
simulations of Figure 8(b), which represent the collapse mechanism in a stand alone arch
under such external concentrated loads and the dead weight of the blocks above.
Meanwhile, the numerical analysis of the whole block assembly, represented in Figure
8(d), indicates that no collapse mechanism occurs under the aforementioned loads. This is
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Stand-alone arch under self-weight and concentrated forces (in percentage of self
weight) with friction coefficient µ = 0.4. a) Layout and conventional thrust line. b) Collapse
mechanism predicted by the model.
confirmed by the effective thrust line of Figure 8(c), which has been drawn by considering
the envelope of the resultants of the actual forces transmitted through each contact plane
between adjacent voussoirs, as calculated by the NSCD code. Remarkably, the shape of
the conventional thrust line is quite different from the effective one. Whereas the first one
is quite similar to a polygon, due to the high concentrated loads that are dominant with
respect to the self-weight, the second one is much smoother and rounded and evidences
the action of horizontal forces associated with the confinement effects produced by the
spandrels.
In this case study, the conventional thrust line approach is conservative because no slid-
ing between the blocks occurs, so that the hypotheses of the static theorem of limit analysis
are a posteriori verified. However, the conventional method does not provide information
about the safety level. In the real case, the critical load is higher than its prediction because
not only the weight, but even more so the kinematic confinement of the spandrels stabilizes
the arch. The discrepancy between the results from the conventional and the NSCD ap-
proaches increases as the geometry and the loading conditions become more complex. For
example, if the concentrated loads were applied on the top of the surmounting wall, rather
than on the outer profile of the arch, the thrust line method would provide the same results,
but the collapse load would substantially increase, because of the spreading out of the load
through the wall before reaching the arch.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8: Spandrel arch with friction coefficient µ = 0.4 under moderate concentrated loads
(in percentage of the weight of the sole arch). a) Bond pattern and conventional thrust line.
b) Collapse of the equivalent (stand alone) arch under the external and spandrel loads. c)
Effective thrust line in the spandrel arch. d) Safe response from the NSCD model.
3.2 Flow of internal forces within masonry structures
From the comparison between the conventional and the effective thrust lines of Figure 8,
it is evident that the path of forces within the arch is often incorrectly represented by the
conventional method of analysis. In particular, it emerges that the loads directly supported
by the arch are different from the dead weight of the surmounting wall. The reason for this
discrepancy is that a natural arch may form in a wall with a regular bond pattern, which
is able to directly support the blocks above it.
To better illustrate this important point, in Figure 9(a) we consider the case of a simple
wall, with the same regular bond pattern of the previous spandrels, whose base is not
supported in a central portion for a width equal to the span of the arch previously considered.
As one may expect, a portion of the wall falls down under the action of the sole self-weight,
as represented by the NSCD simulation of Figure 9(b). Figure 9(c) illustrates the resultants
of the contact forces between the horizontal joints of the blocks (the length of the segment
is proportional to the intensity of the forces). This confirms that there is an inactive
triangular-shaped portion (the one that falls down), while the remaining part of the wall
creates a natural arch, a triangular shaped structure strongly compressed especially at the
springers, which can sustain the weight of the blocks above it. This behaviour was widely
employed in ancient times through the construction of the so called corbelled arches, of which
a particularly celebrated example from 1500 b.C. is the Portico of the tomb of Clytemnestra
at Mycenae, represented in Figure 9(d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9: Natural arch formed in a wall (µ = 0.4) under self-weight. a) Layout. b) Collapse
mechanism from the NSCD model. c) Resultants of contact forces between horizontal joints.
d) Corbelled arch in the Portico of the Tomb of Clytemnestra, Mycenae, c. 1500 b.C.
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The corbelled arches consist of successive courses of masonry placed on both sides of
the opening, and projecting inwards closer and closer. The same principle can be used in
3-D constructions, creating false dome shapes that were widely employed in ancient times.
Such shapes can be considered the 3-D counterpart of the case study proposed in Figure 9.
Therefore, assume a cylindrical assembly of blocks, radially constructed, whose overall
height and span are equal to the height and span of the wall analyzed before. The base of
the cylinder is not supported in a central, octagonal area, whose circumscribed diameter
is the same as the length of the unsupported portion in Figure 9(a). The results from
the numerical simulations, with one quarter of the cylinder hidden for visual clarity, are
represented in Figure 10(a) (bottom up view) and Figure 10(b) (lateral view). The natural
formation of a false dome shape is evident. One may note how the central blocks are kept
in place by the 3-D confining action of the other blocks. The 3-D flow of stress is verified
by the representation of the contact forces on the horizontal joints, represented in Figure
10(c). The direction of the forces is from the central axis toward the supports, similarly
to the 2-D case but not planar, of course. Figure 10(d) suggests again, as a paradigmatic
example of corbelled dome, the Tomb of Clytemnestra in Mycenae, which is accessed from
the Portico of Figure 9(d).
The examples just illustrated confirm that the proposed method of analysis presents a
twofold advantage. First, it allows evaluating the failure mechanism of complex 2-D and
3-D masonry structures; second, by leveraging on the speed and robustness of the NSCD
formulation, its work-flow allows interactive pre- and post-processing of the data, hence
promoting a direct understanding of the results.
4 Dynamics
The NSCD approach is now applied to the transient simulation of a wall subjected to
ground motion. This is a benchmark for evaluating the efficiency of the NSCD method in
the context of dynamic problems involving masonry structures, as it happens in seismic
analysis, explosions, controlled building demolition and so on.
The case considered is the same of Figure 8, already discussed for the static case. The
wall is 5.0 m tall, 0.8 m thick, 16.2 m long, and contains an arch opening of radius 3.8 m.
Blocks have density 1800 kg/m3 and friction coefficient µ = 0.4, while no additional forces,
apart from the self weight, are active. A global orthogonal reference system is introduced
such that x is the horizontal axis in the plane of the arch (parallel to the ground plane),
y is the in-plane vertical axis, and z is the out-of-plane axis. A sinusoidal motion of the
ground is applied, with a frequency of f = 1 Hz and an amplitude A = 0.2g/(4pi2 f2), where
g denotes the gravity acceleration, so that the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) is ∼ 0.2g.
We discuss the structural response when the motion is acting, not simultaneously, into the
two orthogonal horizontal x and z directions. We simulated the motion for 6 s and, in both
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10: Domeshaped space formed in a partially supported masonry cylinder (µ = 0.4)
under self-weight. a) Surviving blocks after partial collapse (bottom up view) as predicted
by the NSCD approach. b) Side view after partial collapse. c) Resultants of the contact
forces between horizontal joints. d) Corbelled dome in the Tomb of Clytemnestra, Mycenae,
c. 1500 b.C.
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cases, this was sufficient to reach the arch collapse.
The time step used for the simulations is h = 0.001 s. We have experienced that shorter
time steps do not change the results and, indeed, one can still obtain stable simulations
(at the cost of lower precision) even with very large time steps, up to h = 0.02 s. For
comparison, we performed similar simulations using conventional methods with ODE-DEM
and penalty-based contacts, and we have verified that the simulation required at least
three-orders-of-magnitude shorter time steps to avoid divergent results. This finding shows
the advantages of the NSCD approach, which in fact can simulate the collapse almost in
real-time using a commercial 2GHz Intel c©i7 4510U quad-core processor.
Figure 11 represents the response to a ground motion in the longitudinal direction (x
axis). Figure 11(a) shows sequential pictures of the moving structure, whereas Figure 11(b)
records the plots, as a function of time, of the displacements of the ground “dg”, and
of the keystone block “db” (marked with a white dot in Figure 11(a)); the latter is split
into the three x, y and z components. Remarkably, the acceleration transmitted by the
ground induces the collapse in a structure that is safe under the pure static action of its self
weight. The motion of the keystone block is almost negligible in the z−direction, which is
orthogonal to the ground acceleration. In the x−direction, the keystone block is affected by
the ground motion, but the corresponding displacement, though presenting variable sign,
does not exhibit the same frequency. This is probably due to the fact that the natural
vibration frequencies of the wall, which do vary with time because they depend upon the
degree of damage (disassembly) induced during the motion, are lower than the frequency
of the ground acceleration.
As a matter of fact, what should be noticed is the monotonically increasing vertical
displacement (y−component) of the keystone block. It is worth mentioning that we have
also analyzed the static response of the structure when static body forces, equal to the block
density multiplied by the GPA, are applied in the x−direction (equivalent static analysis)
and added to the self weight, but this condition is safe according to the NSCD simulation.
This means that an oscillating action can be more dangerous than a static one with the
same peak. In fact, it is the shaking action due to the ground oscillation that is capable of
inducing the local collisions of the blocks, which results in a motion that tends to provoke
detachment of the contact surfaces, thus reducing the frictional forces and their stabilizing
effect.
Figure 12 is the counterpart of Figure 11 when the ground motion is in the transversal
z−direction. Figure 12(b) shows that both the x− and z−direction displacements of the
keystone block are not negligible. In particular, the z component, after a transient state,
tends to follow the oscillations of the ground with a comparable frequency, a motion that
should be associated with the rocking in the x− z plane, appreciable in Figure 12(a).
Also in this case, we observe the increasing displacement of the keystone block in the
vertical y−direction, a sign of increasing collapse. If one considers a static analysis with the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11: Spandrel arch under horizontal in-plane (x-direction) oscillatory ground displace-
ment (PGA ' 0.2g and f = 1 Hz). a) Failure steps derived from the NSCD simulation. b)
Comparison of the displacement of the ground (dg) and of the keystone block (db), the latter
in its three components (x = in-plane horizontal, y = in-plane vertical, z = out-of-plane
horizontal).
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same peak, one finds that there is no sliding of the blocks, because the frictional coefficient
(µ = 0.4) is again compatible with a PGA' 0.2g applied in horizontal direction. However,
due to the small thickness of the arch in the z−direction, the whole assembly flips over at
the base, as if it was a rigid block.
The examples just presented indicate that it is very important to analyze the local in-
teractions and collisions of the blocks when studying dynamic motions, because possible
detachments can provoke the reduction, or even the annihilation, of the frictional forces
that provide the stabilizing contribution to the assembly. Since motions of this kind are
associated with non-smooth velocities fields, the NSCD approach overtakes by far the per-
formance achievable by ODE-DEM approaches and penalty-based contacts.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
A Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) model based upon a Differential Variational
Inequality (DVI) and Cone Complementary Problem (CCP) formulation has been numer-
ically implemented and applied to analyze constructions made by rigid blocks in frictional
unilateral contact. Peculiarities of this approach are the procedure for contact detection and
the consequent regularization, which guarantees uniqueness of solution with great benefits
in terms of numerical performance. Being interested in a comprehensive approach, we have
integrated the NSCD simulator, developed within the Project Chrono platform, with para-
metric design tools that allow elaborating complex source geometries and post-processing
the results from the analyses. It is thus possible to graphically express in real time the
resultant of the contact forces between any two blocks and sum them up, for example to
visualize the effective thrust line in arched structures. Although the constitutive input is
simply represented by density and friction angle, the model can interpret the response of
masonry-like structures under static and dynamic loading.
In order to describe the potentialities of the model, paradigmatic structures have been
tested. Where applicable, we have made comparisons with the classical graphical thrust line
method to assess the stability of masonry structures, proving that it may provide mislead-
ing results essentially due to the effects of friction. Meanwhile, the more common Ordinary
Differential Equation (ODE) approach with penalty-based contacts, as implemented in Dis-
crete Element Method (DEM) software, is difficult to be applied given the high number
of parameters. Since in the NSCD formulation the velocity field may be highly irregular,
the proposed approach can accurately detect the interaction and collisions between the
constituent blocks as a consequence of imposed ground accelerations, as in the case of an
earthquake. Since this local motion can provoke the local detachment of the blocks, thus
reducing or even annihilating the frictional forces that stabilize the assembly, structures
can fail even if they result safe under equivalent static loading, i.e., under the peak ground
acceleration supposed constantly applied in time. With respect to ODE-DEM methods, the
efficiency of the NSCD approach can be better appreciated under dynamic forcing, and the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 12: Spandrel arch under horizontal out-of-plane (z-direction) ground displacement
(PGA ' 0.2g and f = 1 Hz). a) Failure steps derived from the NSDC simulation. b)
Comparison of the displacement of the ground (dg) and of the keystone block (db), the
latter in its three components (x = in-plane horizontal, y = in-plane vertical, z = out-of-
plane horizontal).
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method of solution is very efficient even when applied to structures composed by a great
number of blocks. The smooth match of the two working environment (Project Chrono
platform and parametric design tool) is yet to be fully appreciated. Further developments
will consist in the analyses of vaults, domes and other classical masonry structures.
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